
Dracula by Bram Stoker 

The aim of the Bad Bugs Book Club is to get people interested in science, 

specifically microbiology, by reading books (novels) in which infectious disease 

forms some part of the story. We also try to associate books, where possible, with 

some other activity or event, to widen interest, and to broaden impact. 

We have established a fairly fluid membership of our bookclub through our website 

In The Loop (www.sci-eng.mmu.ac.uk/intheloop), but we hope to encourage others 

to join, to set up their own bookclub, suggest books and accompanying activities to 

us, and give feedback about the books that they have read, using our website as the 

focus for communication. 

Our bookclub comprises both microbiologists and members of the general public. 

We felt that this would encourage some discussion on the science – accuracy, 

impact etc – as well as about the book.  We decided to read Dracula because of the 

current interest in vampire novels, and the relationship of vampirism to, potentially, 

the symptomatology and transmission of infectious disease. 

Meeting report 

Our meeting was intended to be held on World AIDS Day (December 1st). There are 
certainly some common factors underlying vampirism and HIV/AIDS, thus it seemed 
an appropriate opportunity to use the bookclub meeting to raise awareness of HIV. 
Information on HIV was made available to participants, and a framed community quilt 
(produced for 2009 World AIDS Day) was displayed. Indeed, on one member’s book 
(Penguin Classics revised edition [2010] Edited with notes by Maurice Hindle 
[revised edition first published 2003]), was the statement:"50% of our profits from this 
book will go to the Global Fund to help eliminate AIDS in Africa" 

  
The book provided opportunity for wide-ranging discussion on a number of issues – 

we were surprised at how many topics were raised.  

Everyone enjoyed the novel, although some members commented on the 

distracting use of accents, and the long-winded speeches made on occasion by Van 

Helsing. (eg long discourse on scientific miracles of longevity and blood, leading to 

disclosure that Lucy is a vampire, and the long explanation that although Dracula is 

old, his brain development is ‘young’ because of the relatively short time he has 

been around to interact with humankind). 

We wished we had done more geography.  

The ending was also rather abrupt and business in comparison with current 

film/literature that are full of suspense. Only one vampire was the target of the 
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heroes, despite the obvious problems that he might have ‘infected’ others (Lucy was 

feeding on children who called her the ‘bloopah lady’) – he did bring 50 boxes of soil 

to England after all! 

We were really surprised at the amount of technology that was implicit to the plot, 

and tried to look up some of the discoveries (the book was written 1897, the year of 

the story is not revealed): Kodak camera (1888), Bradshaw guide (1865) and the use 

of the telegraph, and phonograph, the ease of travel from England to Amsterdam, 

and the importance of transport. The Underground had opened (1863; first trains 

1890) but wasn’t mentioned in the novel. We wondered when Frankenstein was 

written (1818), since that had presented a more fearful impact of science. There was 

casual mention of London smog and reduction in smuts (p185) but the London clean 

air act was in 1956/1968. 

 

Would Dracula look like Christopher Lee? Certainly not in the novel, where his 

appearance changes with nourishment: Initially… 

‘a tall old man, clean-shaven save for a long white moustache, and clad in black from 

head to toe’..’..more like the hand of a dead than a living man’ ‘his face was a strong 

aquiline, with high bridge of the thin nose and peculiarly arched nostrils; with lofty 

domed forehead and hair growing scantily round the temples, but profusely 

elsewhere. His eyebrows were very massive, almost meeting over the nose and with 

bushy hair that seemed to curl in its own profusion. The mouth, so far as I could see 

it under the heavy moustache, was fixed and rather cruel-looking, with peculiarly 

shart white teeth; these protruded over the lips, whose remarkable ruddiness 

showed astonishing vitality in a man of his years. For the rest his ears were pale and 

at the tops extremely pointed; the chin was borad and strong, and the cheeks firm 

though thin. The general effect was one of extraordinary pallor’  ..’the backs of his 

hands were rather coarse – broad with squat fingers. Strange to say there were hairs 

in the centre of the palm. The nails were long and fine and cut to a sharp point. As 

the Count leaned over me and his hands touched me, I could not repress a shudder. 

It may have been that his breath was rank, but a horrible feeling of nausea came 

over me…’ Jonathan Harker’s first impression 

‘There lay the Count, but looking as if his youth had been half-renewed, for the white 

hair and moustache were changed to dark iron-grey; the cheeks were fuller, and the 

white skin seemed ruby-red underneath; the mouth was redder than ever, for on the 

lips were gouts of fresh blood, which trickled from the corners of te mouth and ran 

over the chin and neck. Even the deep, burning eyes seemed set amongst swollen 

flesh, if the whole awful creature were simply gorged with blood; he lay like a filthy 

leech, exhausted with his repletion’..Jonathan Harker, later. 

’tall, thin man with with a beaky nose and black moustache and pointed beard’.’His 

face was not a good face; it was hard and cruel and sensual, and his big white teeth, 



that looked all the whiter because his lips were so red, were pointed like and 

animal’s’.’ …he looked so fierce and nasty’. Mina Harker’s first impression, later. 

He is certainly never attractive, in direct contrast to current vampires, but he proved 

irresistible to his victims nevertheless. 

The characters varied in depth. Some thought Jonathan Harker rather weak and 

colourless. Quincy seemed to be being set up for death, lacking in substance. Mina 

however is bright and intelligent (compiling reports, carrying a portable typewriter, 

interested in phonograph), attractive, loyal (to Lucy), brave (travelling to collect 

Jonathan, marrying him without doubt despite his breakdown/’brain fever’…typhoid?) 

– generally a ‘pearl among women’, a ‘sweet-faced, dainty-looking woman’. She has 

‘a man’s brain’…and then suddenly the men (with her agreement) decide to leave 

her out of their discussions/actions because ‘her heart may fail her in so much and 

so many horrors’ etc. Yet it is their action that then exposes Mina to the vampire – 

and they don’t notice the changes in her behaviour (tiredness etc). In the end, she 

comes with them to search for Dracula, because of her connection to him. Mina’s 

slow acquisition of vampire characteristics are subtly described. Reference is made 

to the ‘New Woman’, described in an1893 novel by Boleslaw Prus outlining the 

feminist ideal. New Women were active in the suffragette movement, 1897.  

 

We recalled Hammer Horror films and their sensuality. There was plenty of this in 

the novel too. Descriptions of Jonathan Harker’s first encounter with the three female 

vampires ‘I felt in my heart a wicked, burning desire that they would kiss me with 

those red lips’. ‘I lay quiet looking out under my eyelashes in an agony of delightful 

anticipation’.’ I closed my eyes in a languorous ecstasy and waited…’ 

Lucy’s appearance in the cemetery presents the archetypal vampire lady: ..a dark 

haired woman dressed in the cerements of the grave. ‘the sweetness was turned to 

adamantine, heartless cruelty, and the purity to voluptuous wantonness’…’the lips 

were crimson with fresh blood, and the stream had trickled over her chin and stained 

the purity of her lawn death-robe’.  

The tableau presented by Mina and Dracula, his curses against her, and her 

religious belief, and reference to God, especially after she is burned by the 

communion wafer (‘unclean’) is also fairly powerful. ‘he have infect you’ says Van 

Helsing. 

There is much familiarity with aspects of the story, due to the many different 

Dracula movies, television programmes and novels. Much of the legend of vampire 

powers are noted: mistaking bites for pin pricks, stabbing through the heart and 

‘cutting off her head’ (a very straightforward phrase), filling the coffin with wild garlic 

(garlic has antimicrobial properties), golden crucifix, the beauty of Lucy after she had 

become a (vampire) corpse. Long narrative by van Helsing reviews the properties of 

a vampire: no shadow, no reflection, no death, strong, controls animals, transforms 



to wolf/association with wolves, can come in mist, elemental dust, through small 

spaces, see in the dark. But is bound by sunrise/sunset, needs to be invited into a 

house, cannot pass running water, needs unhallowed soil, wild rose on coffin. 

Modern vampires have found many ways of getting round many of these limitations. 

 

Transfusion science – surely blood transfusions are never that easy: Lucy gets 

blood from 4 different individuals. The mention of ‘good’ blood (not American), and 

the mixing of blood of individuals that are in love alludes perhaps to the consecration 

of marriage. ‘sweeter blood’ etc. 

 

So there was plenty to talk about generally, but also plenty of parallels with 

microbiology and disease. Dracula himself ‘can flourish in the midst of diseases 

that kill off whole peoples’.. Apparently, the Irish Bram Stoker (‘Abraham’ – as was 

Van Helsing) was affected by the fact that in County Sligo his mother had survived 

cholera that had come ‘from the East’ (we know now that it survives in seawater). 

The only direct mention is that Van Helsing owes Seward his life because Seward 

saved him from dying of gangrene. But we considered which diseases were 

reminiscent of the symptoms/conditions described? Tuberculosis (consumption)? 

Syphilis? Rabies (bats, wolves, small animals, fear of water, Pasteur’s work on 

vaccine)? And more recently, HIV? We considered the use of vampire novels to 

encourage discussion on transmission, and prevention of infectious disease – an 

approach that has been utilised in various public engagement events (described on 

www.sci-eng.mmu.ac.uk/intheloop ) 

NB Twilight by Stephenie Meyer – Edward first becomes a vampire to prevent him 

from dying of 1918 influenza. Dead Until Dark (first book of True Blood series) by 

Charlaine Harris. The vampires are ‘out’ in society because they drink synthetic 

blood. They have put forward a myth that they were originally infected by a virus ‘ 

this guy was the victim of a virus that left him apparently dead for a couple of days 

and thereafter allergic to sunlight, silver and garlic’. Later, a human ‘plaything’ of 

some vampires is revealed to be infected with ‘sino-AIDS’:’Alcohol and heavily 

drugged victims affected vampires temporarily…but the blood of a human with full-

blown AIDS didn’t, nor did sexually transmitted disease or any other bugs that 

plagued humans. Except sino-AIDS. Even sino-AIDS didn’t  kill vampires as surely 

as human AIDS killed humans, but it left the undead very weak for nearly a month, 

during which time it was comparatively easy to catch and stake them. And every now 

and then, if a vampire fed from an infected human more than once,  the vampire 

actually died – redied? – without being staked. Still rare in the United States, sino-

AIDS was gaining a foothold around ports like New Orleans, with sailors and other 

travellers passing through the city in a partying mood’. 

Lots of other vampire novels too – and plenty more to discuss! A good meeting! 

Joanna Verran 
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